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COVERING CHARACTERIZATION OF LOCALLY 

By R. Vasudevan and C. K. Goel 

Abstract 

SPACES. 

In this paper locaIly uniform spaces have been characterized through covers. 

It has been shown that both the approaches are equivalent. 

1. Introduction 

The systematic study of 10caIly uniform spaces has been initiated by WiIIiams 
(3]. A localIy uniform space (X. ~) is one which is obtained from a uniform 

space by localizing the triangle inequaIity. In this paper we develop the study 

of these spaces through the covering approach as has been done for uniform 

spaces by Tukey [1]. Tukey defined a uniform space (X. μ) as an ordered pair 

consisting of a non-empty set X and a coIlection μ of aIl covers of X which 

satisfy the foIlowing properties: 

(i) ~1' ~2'εμ implìes there exists a ~3εμ such that ~3 *< ~1 and ~강 <~2' 

(ii). if ~ <γ and ~εμ implies γεμ. 

When not otherwise specified, the terminology used in this paper is that of 

Willard [2]. Now we define some notions we have used in the text. 

DEFINITION 1. 1. Let X be any non-empty set and suppose ~ and r are any 

covers of X. Then ~ is caHed a reft"nement of r. symbolicaIly ~ <γ if each 

member of ~ is contained in some member of r. Next let ACX be any 

subset of X. The star of A with respect to ~ is the set 

St (A.~) = U {UE~ : UnA~ø}. 

~ is said to be a star refz"nement of γ. written as ~* < r if {St (U.~) : U 

ε~}<γ. ~ is caIled a barycen!rz"c γefz"nemen! of r. written as ~.1 < γ. if 

{St(x.~) : xεX}<γ. where St (x. ~)= U {Uε~: xεU}. 

DEFINITION 1. 2. [3]. Let X be any non-empty set and let ~CP(XXX) be a 

subcoIlection of power set of XxX. ~ is caIled a local uniformi!y on X if the 

folIowing axioms are satisfied: 

(i) LlCD for each Dε~ where .1= {(x. x) : xεX}. 

(ii) DE~ ~ D- 1ε~ for each D드~ where D- 1= {(x ,y) : (y. x)εD} 
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(ii i) Dl' D2ε!?ð ~ D1nD2εg 

(iv) Dε!?ð and DCECXXX ~ Eε!?ð. 

(v) for each xεX and for each Dε!?ð there exists an Eει such that EoE 

[x] CD [xl where EoE= {(x,y) : for some zEX, (x, z)εE and (z， y)εE}. 

The ordered pair (X,!?ð) is called a locally umform space. 

AIso a subcollection .f!ðCP(XXX) is called a base for some local uniformity on 
X if and only if 종 satisfies (i), (ii), (iii) and (v) above. 

2. Covering IoeaIly uniform spaces 

DEFINITION 2. 1. A cover :V of a locally uniform space (X, !?ð) is called a 
locally μmform cover if and only if it is refined by a cover of the form 

:V D= {D [x] : xEX} 

for some Dε!?ð. 

THEOREM 2. 2. Let μ be the collection o[ alllocally μmform covers o[ a locally 

umform space (X,!?ð) then 

(i) :V1'~2εμ z"mPUes there exists :V 3εμ sztck tkat g3 d < 2/l a,zd 2/3 A <%/2· 

(ii) 1[ :V <γ， ~εμ then r드μ. 

PROOF. Let μ and (X,!?ð) be as above, Let :V1, :V 2εμ， There exist, therefore. 

Dl' D2ε!?ð such that :V D, <:V l' :V D. <~ 2' Since Dl' D2E !?ð, we have D1 nD2ε!?ð. 

Now (X,!?ð) being locally uniform, for each xEX and D1nD2E !?ð, there exists 

a symmetric Dε!?ð such that DoD [xl ζD1nDz [x] , We claim :V D Å <:V D, and 

:V D .:1 <~ D.' For it, it is sufficient to show that 

Let, 
St (x,:V D)CD1 [x] nD2 [x]. 

yεSt (x,:V D)= UD [z] 

xεD[z) 

zEX 

~ for some z드X， YεD [z) ànd xED [z) 

킹 (z， y)εD， (z, x)εD 

~ (x， y)εDoD 

~ yεDoD [x) CD1 [x) nD2 [0$] 

Therefore, 

St (x,:V D)CD1 [x) ε:V D, <:V 1 implying that :V D Å <:V D,' 
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A 
Similarly we have zf D U <Zf D," AIso zf D is obviously in μ， let it be denoted by zf 3 _; 

and thus (i) is proved. (ii) part follows directly from the definition of Iocally' 

uniform covers. 

The converse of thκ above theorem is true. We state it as follows: 

THEOREM 2.3. Let μ be a family 01 covers 01 a non-empty set X satislying~ 

(i) and (iO 01 Theorem 2. 1. Define for each 

Dt/= U {μ × μ : μεZf}. 

Then the collecUon $= {DZ!: ZfEμ} forms a base lor a local umformzïy on X.

whose local umform covers are precisely the members of μ. 

PROOF. Obviously each member of $ contains L1 and each member is ‘ 

symmetric. Next let Dw, DγE$ then Zf, rεμ and hence there exists a WEμ -
d such that rr U <Zf, W u <γ. Obviously, then DyCD1/nDr. Finally we prove: 

the 10caI property. Let Dwε$ and xεX. DZ!E$ impIies zfε$ and hence: 
A there exists γεμ such that r u<Zf. We claim that DroDγ [xl CDw [xl. LeL 

yEDγ。Dγ[xl then (x， y)εDγ。Dγ and so for some zεX， (x， z)EDγ and. 

(z， y)εDγ which yield x , z든V for some Vεr and z,yEW for some WEγ. 

Now we have St (z, r)cZf for some μεZf. Hence x, yεzf implying that (x,. 

y)εD1/ or yεDZ! [xl whence Dγ。Dr[xl ζDZ! [xl. Hence $ is indeed a base. 

for some local uniformity say C? on X. In the final we show that the family

of local uniform covers with respect to C? is precisely μ. Let η denote the τ 

collection of all locally uniform covers with respect to C? We show that η=μ. -

Obviously μIη by the assumption of μ， for, if zfεμ then by (i) there exists. 

glεμ such that zf 1 4 <Zf. Then by definition DZ!‘E C? and {DtI, [xl : xεX} <Zf

whence zfεη. To show the otherway inclusion, let .5I/E 1l then there exists ‘ 

LEC? such that zf L <.51/. Now LεC? implies there exists -nγε$ such thaL 

DrCL. So Dγ [xl CL [xl for each xEX. But Dγ [xl = St (x, r) whence 

γ < {Dr[xl : xεX} <.51/ and hence by (ii) we have ‘gεμ. 

REMARK. Thus we see that the local uniform covers describe a IocalJ 

uniformity as well as its entourages. We call (X, μ) a coveηrng locally umform, 
space. Rest of the theory of covering locally uniform spaces regarding defining: 

of bases, subbases. subspaces and products can easily be done parallel to , the: 
theory of covering uniform spaces. We leave that as a simple exercise" 
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3. Compaet sets and loeal uniform spaees 

THEOREM 3. 1. In a locally uniform space (X , 91) let A be a compact set and 

B a closed set such that AnB= qS then there z.s an entoμrage με91sμch that unA 

X B= qS. 

PROOF. Let (X, 91), A and B be as above. Since AnB= qS, AcX -B, so for 

-each aEA there is a V a E91 such that V a [aJ cX - B. Now aεA， VaE91 . there 

-exists an U aε91 such that μ / κ [aJ CVa [aJ. Now 싸J [aJ : aεA} is an open cover 

.of A which is compact and hence it has a finite subcover, say, 
{U

a
, ~a.l : z.=l, 2, ......... , n}. 

n . 
Now put zt=nrat then zε91 and it can be easiIy seen that μnAxB= qS. 

COROLLARY 3.2. In a locally unzform space (X, 91) let A be a closed set, B 

be a compact set such that AnB= qS theχ there exists a uE91 such that 

;u[B] UA= qS. 

THEOREM 3.3. In a locally unzform space (X.91) i/ A z.s a compact subset 0/ 
X then the family {μ [AJ : με91} forms a /;μndamental syste꺼 0/ nez.ghboùrhoods. 

PROOF. Let N be any open neighbourhood of A. Let B=X -N. B is then 

dosed and AnB= qS. hence, by coroIlary 3.2 there exists an entourage αεg 

such that u [AJ nB= qS implying that Aζμ [AJ cX ~ B=N. Hence the theorem 

is proved. 
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